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Nachmanides describes Rosh Hashanah as Yom din b’rachamim, the Day of Judgment with Mercy, and describes Yom Kippur as Yom rachamim b’din, the 
Day of Mercy with Judgment. On Rosh Hashanah judgment is tempered by mercy. On Yom Kippur mercy is tempered by judgment. 
 
The rabbis spoke of the need to combine judgment with mercy if creation is to survive and mature. In psychological terms it is similar to the theory that a 
baby sometimes experiences a parent as being full of merciful responsive love, and sometimes a parent seems strict, withholding and punishing. It is a 
necessary part of the child’s emotional growth to realise that one person can combine both elements. The truly loving parent combines merciful forgiving 
love with judicious values that give boundaries. In that way the child will be enabled to grow morally and psychologically. 
 
Kabbalah presents a similar description in its depiction of the s’firot, the ten spiritual emanations of the flow that comes from God and mediates our 
relationship with the Divine. On one side is Chesed, the flow of abundant loving-kindness. On the other side is G’vurah, the power of God manifested in the 
form of stern judgment. The judgment of God limits the otherwise overwhelming all-engulfing flow of loving-kindness. 
 
At the heart of the s’firot comes Tiferet, the beauty of God which mediates between judgment and loving-kindness. It is this harmonizing principle 
combining judgment with loving-kindness that allows for the necessary life-sustaining balance. According to Kabbalah, evil comes into the world when the 
balance is lost, and when judgment and loving-kindness become split and separated from each other. 
 
What is true in the mystical description of creation is also true in the realm of the human soul. Judgment without mercy is destructive. Mercy without 
judgment is damaging. 
 
Rabbi Daniel Smith 


























